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As 1901 went on, the military pressure told. In May some of
the Rand mines were restarted; in July Botha sought and
obtained leave to communicate with Kruger (who, however,
advised continuing the war); and in December the Johannesburg
stock exchange reopened. But Boer successes also persisted till
the end of the year, when the war entered a fifth and final stage.
The new feature was the use of the blockhouse lines not merely
as fences but as lines of communication. This enabled 'drives*
to be organized on a scale not practicable earlier. Escape became
impossible; and despite a local victory on 7 March 1902 by De la
Rey, in which Lord Methuen was wounded and taken prisoner,
on 23 March, only seven weeks after the first of the new drives,
the Boers sued for peace. After a very long negotiation ending in
the assembly of a body of delegates (two apiece elected by thirty-
two commandos still in the field) at Vereeniging, the Peace called
after that place was signed on 31 May 1902. Kitchener, who had
once more shown high qualities of diplomacy and statesman-
ship, was largely responsible for the generosity of its terms.
The war had employed on the British side from first to last a
total of about 450,000 troops, of which about 250,000 were British
regulars. Of these 5,774 were killed and 22,829 wounded; but
in addition over 16,000 died of disease—chiefly enteric fever.
The Boer losses were less accurately known, but it was calculated
that they had rather less than 4,000 killed, in the field. The
money cost to Great Britain exceeded £222 millions. From first
to last the mode of fighting, as conditioned by the terrain, had
been entirely peculiar. Fifteen years later a war on the veldt
would probably have been won by armoured cars; but as it was,
the horsed rifleman was supreme. Thus the officers who were
successful under Kitchener were nearly all cavalry officers; and
by men of this type—normally its least intellectual type—the
British army came to have its highest posts filled predominantly
down to the European war. Having slowly learned its way into
veldt tactics, it was too long haunted by them afterwards.
The principal terms of peace were the surrender of all burghers
in the field with all arms and munitions; the repatriation of all
who duly declared themselves subjects of King Edward VII; no
proceedings to be taken against any burghers, save for certain
specified acts contrary to the usages of war; English to be the
official language, but Dutch to be taught in schools, if the parents
wished it, and to be allowed in the law-courts; sporting rifles

